How to use digital resources in the Collegium Polonicum Library
Digital resources

The Collegium Polonicum Library (BCP) does not collect electronic literature, therefore electronic items cannot be found in our library catalogue (OPAC).

However, the electronic resources of the partner libraries can be accessed from any computer in the reading room of the library:

• Resources of the Library of the European University in Frankfurt (Oder) via:
  ➢ catalogue of the Library of the European University in Frankfurt (Oder) - EUV OPAC: [https://opac.europa-uni.de/](https://opac.europa-uni.de/)
  
  ➢ ViaCat multi-search engine on the website of the Collegium Polonicum Library: [https://viacat.kobv.de/](https://viacat.kobv.de/)

• Resources of the Library of Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan are available for registered readers of the AMU Library on the library website.
Digital resources in the EUV OPAC - step 1

Search request
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and Author
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Clear Search
Digital resources in the EUV OPAC - step 2

6. Convergence of Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things
   [2020]
   Please note the full format!
   Get document | Add to My list
   E-book

7. The Internet of Things
   [2020]
   The selected title is not available at the moment.
   Get document | Add to My list
   Book (print)

8. Internet of Things and Sensors Networks in 5G Wireless Communications
   [2020]
   Please note the full format!
   Get document | Add to My list

9. Rechtshandbuch Industrie 4.0 und Internet of Things
   2020
   312/PZ 3250 S252 R2(2)
   For more copies please check holdings.
   Get document | Add to My list
Digital resources in the EUV OPAC - step 3

Convergence of Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things

Other persons involved: Mastorakis, George [Herausgeber]; Mavromoustakis, Constantinos X. [Herausgeber]; Batalla, Jordi Mongay [Herausgeber]; Pallis, Evangelos [Herausgeber]

Registered office, Publisher, Publication year: Cham, Switzerland, Springer, 2020
Pages: Illustrations: 1 Online-Ressource (xvi, 439 Seiten)
Subject heading, German: Künstliche Intelligenz; Internet der Dinge
ISBN: 978-3-030-44907-0

Holdings Get document More title information

full-text: hier klicken
full-text: hier klicken
full-text: hier klicken
Other persons involved: Mastorakis, George [Herausgeber]
Other persons involved: Mavromoustakis, Constantinos X. [Herausgeber]
Other persons involved: Batalla, Jordi Mongay [Herausgeber]
Other persons involved: Pallis, Evangelos [Herausgeber]
Title: Convergence of Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things
Author as given: George Mastorakis, Constantinos X. Mavromoustakis, Jordi Mongay Batalla, Evangelos Pallis, Evangelos Pallis, Evangelos Pallis

Add to My list PERMALINK
What is ViaCat?

ViaCat is a multi-search engine:

[https://viacat.kobv.de/](https://viacat.kobv.de/)

In ViaCat, you can search simultaneously:

- Catalogue of the Collegium Polonicum Library
- all resources of the Library of the European University Viadrina
- articles from electronic journals which are freely accessible on the Internet
- interlibrary loan resources of the German science library network
Digital content in ViaCat - Step 1
Digital content in ViaCat - Step 2

ViaCat
Your search engine for books and electronic media

Simple Search
Advanced Search

internet in everything
internet in everything

Sorting
Relevance
Select All
Export

Filter

Data source
EUV Catalog (9)
Articles: DFG German National Licenses (7)

Document type
Electronic Resource (7)
Book (3)
Online Resource (6)

Publication period
2020-2022 (3)
2015-2019 (3)
2005-2009 (1)
2000-2004 (7)
1995-1999 (2)

1
The internet in everything : freedom and security in a world with no off switch (2020)
DeNardis, Laura 1966-
New Haven : Yale University Press

add to mindlist

Details

2
The internet of things : what everyone needs to know (2020)
Shackelford, Scott (1975-)
New York : Oxford University Press

add to mindlist

Details
Digital content in ViaCat - Step 3

The internet in everything: freedom and security in a world with no off switch (2020)
DeNardis, Laura 1966-
New Haven : Yale University Press

Title: The internet in everything: freedom and security in a world with no off switch
Author statement: DeNardis, Laura 1966-
Publisher: New Haven : Yale University Press
Publication date: 2020
Physical description: 1 Online-Ressource (pdf, 271 Seiten)
ISBN: 9780300249330
Type of medium: Online Resource
Language: English
Additional edition: Erscheint auch als Druck-Ausgabe 978-0-300-23307-0
RVK-Classification: MS 7065: Internet, neue Medien +
RVK-Classification: MF 1000: Öffentliche Meinung (politische Kommunikation), Allgemeines +
RVK-Classification: AP 15978: Nutzer, Rezeption, Wirkung +
RVK-Classification: AP 15982: Recht +
RVK-Classification: SR 850: Gesellschaftliche Folgen der Datenverarbeitung +
Internet link: Volltext (URL des Erstveröffentlicbers)
DOI: 10.12987/9780300249330
Subject headings: Internet der Dinge; Technische Infrastruktur; Internet; Politische Steuerung; Internet of things; Internet governance; Cyberinfrastructure; Security measures; Computer security; POLITICAL SCIENCE / Public Policy / Communication Policy; Computer security; Internet governance; Internet of things; Electronic books; Electronic books; Internet; Internet der Dinge; Politische Steuerung; Technische Infrastruktur
Digital resources of the Adam Mickiewicz University Library

Through the Collegium Polonicum Library all students can set up a reader account at the Adam Mickiewicz University Library in Poznan.

Registered users of the AMU Library have access to all digital publications made available from the library website:

http://lib.amu.edu.pl/
Further information

We invite you to watch the training videos on the [YouTube channel](https://www.youtube.com) of the European University Viadrina Library:

- **Wie finde ich ein E-Book?** (in german)

- **How to find e-journals and online journal articles?**

- **Set up a VPN connection**
  (to access from outside the university network)

Library staff can also provide assistance and information.
Thank you for attention!

Homepage:

E-mail:
biblio.cp@europa-uni.de

Phone number:
+48 61 829 67 51
+49 0335 55 34 16 6751